(See [3] ). For a variety V of F-algebrae, where eaoh f in F is at least unary, let V denote the variety of the same type defined by all externaly compatible identities satisfied in Y. Chromik [3] has given a representation theorem for algebras in V in the case that all fundamental operations of algebras in V are indempotent, and has shown how to construot a basis for the identities satisfied in V when a basis for V is given. To formulate Chromik's theorem in a form more suitable to our needs, let us reoall two definitions.
Let W be the olass of all F-algebras and U and V be subvarieties of V. Let (A,F) be an algebra belonging to W.
A.Romanoweka
A oongruenoe relation <p on (A,F) is said to be a U*V-congruenoe relation if {A,F)/$e belongs to the variety V and every <p-«lass that is a subalgebra of (A,F) belongs to the variety U. The class of all algebras in W having a U«V-congruence relation is called the product class U«V of U and V. (See [7] ).
An algebra (A,F) is called a constant algebra if for eaoh n-ary f in F the identity *1*** x n^ " JvV is satisfied in (A,?) . In this case we denote
Let C(F) be the variety of all constant F-algebras.
1.1. Theorem [3] . Let V be a variety of F-algebras. Suppose that for each n-ary f in F, the identity x...xf = X holds in V. An algebra (A,F) belongs to the variety V if and only if there is a C(F) •V-oongruenoe relation <p on (A,F) such that the y-olasses are subalgebras and for eaoh n-ary f in 9 and a.,,...,a n in A a.j..*aaf « Of(a1...anf <p) * • In this note we give a representation theorem of a similar type for algebras in a variety V in oase V satisfies more general conditions than those of Chromik. We shpw as well that Chronik's method of finding a basis for the identities satisfied in V from a basis for V can be applied in this case, too. Some examples illustrating our results are then given.
For basic algebraic notions we refer the reader to £4]» [9] . The notation is similar to that used in [4] and [9] . An F-word in variables x 1f ...,x Q is denoted by x,,...x D w and the corresponding derived operation w when applied to elements a 1t ...,a n by a^...a a w. If w = x 1 ...x Q w and w = w.j...w^f for some F-words w 1( ...,w k and k-ary f in F ( then we write ..•Xjlw1...w^f, and we denote the result of the derived operation w when applied to elements a^,...,an by a^... aJlw1.. .w^f. Note that each externally compatible identity satisfied in V has the font x^...x^y^...yjW^...wnf = x^...x^z^...z^v^..,vfif for some n-ary f in F and F-words w^,...,« , v.j,...,vn, where one of the sets jx,j,... »x^J , {y.j,...,y.jj and jz^,... t z jj|» or both the latter sets, may be empty.
Main results
In this seotion only algebras without nullary fundamental operations are considered. This is not a serious restriction, sinoe instead of a constant operation o, we can always introduce a unary operation o' satisfying the identity c'(x) * « c'(y), without essential changes in the structure of the algebras in question. (See [il] ).
To formulate the main theorem, let us introduce some definitions.
Define ..a 1 u) ...(a n ...a n u)f)... ((a 1 ...a 1 u) Finally, aocordir^g to Corollary 2.8 Theorem 2.4 may be applied to all varieties of algebras with idempotent n-ary poperations with n>2 and nonidempotent unary operations as for example Boolean algebras, p-algebras, double p-algebrais, de Morgan algebras (as defined in [1] ), then to pM-algebras [8] , to ortholattioes [6] and mare general polarity lattipes [10] and to closure algebras [2] . (In all these algebras with lattioe structure, the F-word u is taken to be x + y). The case of distributive p-algebras was considered independently in [5] . Theorem 2.4 do not apply to algebras having a group structure. For varieties V of suoh algebras the problem of characterising algebras in V remains open.
